
CATALOG SAMPLES FOR BALLARD DESIGNS: 

 

Original Copy: 

We have the most fashionable collection of Christmas stockings south of the North Pole. The vintage, 

boot-cut silhouette is hand appliqued with festive shapes and trimmed with whimsical pom-poms and our 

signature leopard ruffle cuff. 

Kim’s Copy: 

Festive And Fashionable.  

 
Feel the enchantment and magic of the festive season with these beautiful 

personalized Christmas stockings that will be cherished for years. Stunningly 

hand appliqued and adorned with charming trimmings – these wondrous 

stockings that resemble elf boots will add a dash of personality to your 

Christmas décor.  

 

Original Copy: 



We designed our Diamond Matelasse Coverlet to be the perfect weight for layering with our favorite 

bedding collections. The sophisticated, yet versatile, diamond pattern is sewn in nicely weighted 360-

gram cotton for year-round comfort. 

Kim’s Copy: 

A Simple Yet Elegant Bedding Essential.  

 
This splendid diamond matelassé coverlet, with the right side coverage, is 

the perfect background to your own personal touch in the bedroom. It’s the 

ideal weight and gives a complete look to any bed with just sheets beneath. 

It can also be used under a comforter in cooler months, which means you’ll 

never need to store it. Made from soft, pure cotton with a beautiful classic 

diamond pattern, this stunning coverlet will give your bedroom a 5-star hotel 

feel. 

 

Original Copy: 

Designed to coordinate with our popular Morgan Cocktail Table, this go-anywhere, 4-Shelf Corner design 

turns those unused corners into airy storage for media, books, baskets and more. Fixed shelves align 

with other Morgan Shelving, so you can create a custom storage for any space. 

Kim’s Copy: 

A Fine Finishing Touch... 

And a brilliant use of otherwise wasted space, this Morgan 4-shelf corner 

design is not only functional - allowing you to store media, books and the 

like – it adds aesthetic value to any room with the display of plants and 

some of your finer decorative pieces. All-in-all this is a great accent piece 

that was designed to coordinate with, and compliment our popular Morgan 

Cocktail Table. 



 

Original Copy: 

These will come in handy for all of your holiday entertaining without the hassle of laundering. Guest 

Towels are made of an absorbent air-laid paper for a soft, linen-like finish and luxurious feel. They come 

customized with a foil-stamped monogram or single initial in your choice of 2 fonts and 3 colors. 

Kim’s Copy: 

Sophistication At Its Finest. 
  

Add a touch of class to your big day or dinner party with these foil-stamped 

monogram paper guest towels that come in 3 colors with 2 different fonts to 

choose from. And, apart from being personalized, they’re made from 

superior quality, absorbent air-laid paper that’s soft, luxe and linen-like – 

the exact kind you get in upscale 5-star hotels! It goes without saying that 

your guests will be blown away by this small, yet significant detail – making 

these a must-have on your list of personalized party supplies. 

 

Original Copy: 



This pretty Serving Stand is modeled after those luscious pastry displays you see in patisseries 

throughout Europe. Stand is crafted of plated brass and nicely weighted to prevent tipping. Tempered 

glass shelves adjust in height. 

Kim’s Copy: 

Exquisite Patisserie Glass Serving Stand. 

If you’re big on entertaining but even bigger on style – this glass serving 

stand is just for you! Handmade with brass, aluminum, iron and glass, this 

très magnifique patisserie stand pays homage to the quintessential, 

enchanting Parisian café. When not in use, it can be used to display your fine 

dining collectibles, conversation pieces and other small treasures. And no 

need to worry – it’s perfectly weighted to prevent tipping. It certainly is a 

gorgeous entertaining necessity that every discerning woman should have. 


